
Triumph of the Slovak player Ladislav Stupák in Basel 

Basel (SUI) / Košice (SVK) – A few of the interesting jubilees chaperoned the 2nd international 

footballtennis tournament Esther Jordi Trophy 2019 in the singles of Men and Women which was 

done in honour of the late co-founder of the International Footballtennis Association IFTA in Basel. 

The Münster cathedral of the place perchs on the Rhein by now straightforward one thousand years 

(*1019). The Basel stadium St. Jakob-Park was witness to the historic triumph of the Slovak football 

team Slovan Bratislava in the final of Cup of the Winners of National Cups after its victory 3:2 over FC 

Barcelona 50 years ago (*1969). History of the IFTA World Championships in footballtennis began to 

write in the Slovak city Košice a quarter-century ago (*1994) and the Czech boycott of the 1st FIFTA 

European Championships in footballtennis of Women and Juniors in Oradea cut in halves an 

international nohejbal into the footballtennis (under the FIFTA patronage) and futnet (under the 

UNIF patronage) 10 years ago (*2009). 

So, and all these jubilees were connected into an one unit by the newly-made Basel triumph of the 

Slovak footballtennis player Ladislav Stupák. This one fosterling of the Košice nohejbal and the 

current player of the Czech Extra-league in the team NK Climax Vsetín (UNIF) acceptared an offer of 

the Slovenská únia nohejbalu *SUN* Footballtennis Slovakia (FIFTA) and... The signum SVK founds 

oneself over again upon a gold-plated top of the international footballtennis along a three-yearly 

interval without the gold from the World and European Championships (according as FIFTA or UNIF). 

At least in the Men singles.                    

 

The thousand-year-old Münster and the participants of the Esther Jordi Trophy 2019 in Basel 

 

Qualification part of the tournament and the draw of the final part by Mr Josef Rothenfluh 



Back of the driving wheel interview 

For the player Ladislav Stupák was finished ´the futnet work´ during this year already one month ago 

– after the semifinal shutout of the NK Climax Vsetín by the new Czech champion Avia Čakovice. But 

an unhoped-for the footballtennis offer from the president of the Slovenská únia nohejbalu *SUN* 

Footballtennis Slovakia Ivan Matia decided him to pull out from an arche the sport-outfit once more. 

His season was prolongated about a few days. 

How long deliberated you above the possibility to play in the tournament in Basel?                 

„In my plans was nothing till the end of this year already. Only to repose, relax... That invitation into 

the tournament in Basel was surprising for me. I had needfulness to reserve some time for reflection. 

However had I knowledge of a difficult transit. It waited me 1400 kilometers from Košice to Basel and 

to be 15 hours back of the driving wheel – it`s the man clapped pretty much afterwards. But I say fair 

and square – the tournament prize money for the players were very attractive. I meditated for a long 

time enough and I consented after all.“ 

You had only short-spoken informations about your rivalry in Basel. And moreover you are not in 

the contact in practice neither with the rivals which waited for you at that place...       

„I was familiar with some from them otherwise. But it was already a long time ago to see them play 

before the separation of our international federations. So I don`t knew if these boys improved their 

single power or not. Yet without an aspect of rivalry believed I to profit the 1st place myself.“ 

Your belief for the victory was rightful. Beyond the tournament arrived you without a waver, 

actually without a drop-out of an ones set. Only in the semifinal match against Norbert Varo from 

Romania sweated you through the jersey ´a little bit more´. 

„Till the semifinal match was it all relatively easy for me, that Romanian player made difficult bittock 

my way into final. I won12:10, 13:12. But next in the battle for the primacy awaited I a greater drafty 

from my final rival. It was also Romanian player Razvan Vornicu and moreover he was the last year 

champion. However some rivals were weaker, I didn`t underrate anybody. I play over shoes over 

boots constantly. I was also in need of the settlement with the some few disputable decisions of 

referee but those didn`t achieve to scatter me by no means.“   

From the Czech Extra-league are you accustomed towards a stormier scenery, in Basel the match 

viewers absented. Just how were the play feelings like that cabinet atmosphere by yourself?       

„That`s true for having me absented the fans. Well we surely play footballtennis not only by ourselves 

but also for them. In the empty hall was it a little deadlock.“ 

Yet your Basel debut was such advanced that you obtained no only the present scattering match 

viewers. Also the rivals honoured your games.       

„Certainly it was joyful for me that the fans claped one`s hands together with the Romanian players.“ 

Naturally that the chief of tournament Josef Rothenfluh wished to have the winner of the Esther 

Jordi Trophy 2019 also in the press conference on Monday. During the time period of its hearing in 

the area of the football stadium St. Jakob-Park was you already on the way to hometown...         



„I`m very sorry for my non-participation in the press conference in Basel but my work-related 

responsibility in Košice didn`t allow it. I had acute need hurr into my hometown. It is fifteen hours 

back of the driving wheel and the next falling into the work. A long way don`t make problems to me 

because I`m accustomed to travel. Little shorter ways between Slovakia and Czechia took I maybe ten 

times during the season.”   

It should be favourable for the winner of tournament to come in a year again. What`s your feeling?        

„It`s far away just yet. If I will have time and the health will be not against – I should be glad to visit 

Basel once again. It`s evident that a major attraction of the Esther Jordi Trophy are the prize money. 

They are just goodly betterment to my profit from my current club in Vsetín.“ 

But for sure should you welcome in Basel besides a little bit stronger competition...      

„Yes, of course, especially the Czech players. I know them very good. They should be very quality 

participants into the Esther Jordi Trophy.“ 

The tournament in Basel is open for the all players – from the FIFTA and also from the UNIF. The 

futnet organisation UNIF hasn`t any top tournament for Men during this year. But the FIFTA will 

organize the XIVth FIFTA European Championship 2019 in footballtennis in Szentes (Hungary). And 

you have an offer to be representative of Slovakia...       

„I should be glad to play in Szentes because for me is the honour to be representative of Slovakia. But 

if I will have the problems with my organisation, so I don`t make it by force. I will go into the FIFTA 

European Championship without the possibility of my punishment. I`m player, in this sport operated 

I many years by now and I want to achieve the successes as much as possible.“  

 

 

In spite of the media interest the Slovak winner Ladislav Stupák in the press conference missed 



After Basel arrives Szentes and the Hamletish dilemma 

The concluding words of the 32-years-old Slovak player Ladislav Stupák, winner of the Esther Jordi 

Trophy 2019, are eloquent. By the victorious time of two olympic gold medals of the Czech girl Ester 

Ledecká from the Olympic Winter Games 2018 in the South Korea was glorying not only the Czech 

Snowboarding Association but also the Ski Union of the Czech Republic. Nevertheless in the Slovakian 

nohejbal is it all in the other way. Over the possible successes of the Slovak representatives in the top 

FIFTA competitions in nohejbal*footballtennis is hanged a dangerous Sword of Damocles by the 

unfair punitive menace by the Slovak Futnet Association (Slovenská nohejbalová asociácia – SNA)…   

Will be allowed to play Ladislav Stupák and his team-mates in Hungary and will be allowed to be 

the quality representatives of Slovakia into the XIVth FIFTA European Championships 2019 in 

Szentes by the patronage of the Slovenská únia nohejbalu *SUN* Footballtennis Slovakia, or not?  

   

Ladislav Stupák: “For me is the honour to be representative of Slovakia, but…” 

  



Esther Jordi Trophy 2019 – The winner results 

Qualification part: L. Stupák (SVK) – H. Friberg (DEN) 2:0 (11:5, 11:8); – J. M. Nginn (FRA) 2:0 (11:5, 

11:8); – N. Ilinca (ROU) 2:0 (12:10, 11:9); 1st place in the qualification group B and the qualifying for 

the final part. 

Final part: L. Stupák (SVK) – M. Sager (SUI) 2:0 (11:4, 11:5); – F. Henrik (DEN) 2:0 (11:2, 11:7); – I. 

Nicusor (ROU) 2:0 (11:4, 11:5); 1st place in the basic group B and the qualifying for the matches in 

play-off. 

Quarterfinal: L. Stupák (SVK) – M. Roland (DEN) 2:0 (11:6, 11:4); 

Semifinal: L. Stupák (SVK) – N. Varo (ROU) 2:0 (12:10, 13:12); 

Final: L. Stupák (SVK) – R. Vornicu (ROU) 2:0 (11:3, 11:8); prize of the Esther Jordi Trophy 2019. 

 

Before the final match of the Esther Jordi Trophy 2019 in Basel and after it 
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